TASK 1: MONOLOGUE

Make an oral exposition about how the different aspects of luck and superstition illustrated in the pictures below affect people’s lives. Talk about a lucky experience of your own.
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TASK 2: DIALOGUE

Last week you bought a DVD player on sale. When you tried to set it up at home, you discovered that it did not work. Today you take it back to the store and explain your case to the manager.

Invent the details of the situation and decide what course of action you will take (you would like to get a refund). Try to come to an agreement and do not forget your rights as a customer. **YOU BEGIN THE DIALOGUE.**
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TASK 1: MONOLOGUE

Make an oral exposition about the dangers involved in the activities illustrated in the pictures below. Explain the qualities required to participate in extreme sports. Which of these qualities do you have yourself?
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TASK 2: DIALOGUE

You are the manager of an electrical equipment store. A customer has come in to complain about a product that does not work. Your store has a no-refund policy for goods bought during the sales.

Listen to the customer, explain your store’s sales policy and offer alternative solutions. Try to come to an agreement.